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Eat, drink, and be murdered.Someone is poisoning diners in New Orleans' best restaurants.
Now it's up to chef and homicide cop Caleb Rooney to catch a killer--who has an appetite for
revenge.BookShotsLIGHTNING-FAST STORIES BY JAMES PATTERSONNovels you can
devour in a few hoursImpossible to stop readingAll original content from James Patterson

Fast-paced crime-solving and baffling new developments abound in this installment of the
Women's Murder Club. Musical interludes help set the menacing tone between chapters as well
as announce cliff-hangers and foreshadow twists in the story. Carolyn McCormick paces the
novel well, speeding up in tense moments and slowing for romantic entanglements. As in all
novels by Patterson and company, pieces of the story are masterfully, but slowly, developed so
listeners can puzzle over the connections until all is revealed. Information left out of the complete
work would help listeners fill in gaps; however, McCormick delivers this abridged installment of
the Murder Club's case in a satisfying open-and-shut style. D.L.M. © AudioFile 2007, Portland,
Maine [Published: OCT/ NOV 07]About the AuthorJames Patterson's most recent major
international bestseller is Beach Road. He is one of the world's most popular and successful
authors and lives in Florida.From AudioFileFast-paced crime-solving and baffling new
developments abound in this installment of the Womens Murder Club. Musical interludes help
set the menacing tone between chapters as well as announce cliff-hangers and foreshadow
twists in the story. Carolyn McCormick paces the novel well, speeding up in tense moments and
slowing for romantic entanglements. As in all novels by Patterson and company, pieces of the
story are masterfully, but slowly, developed so listeners can puzzle over the connections until all
is revealed. Information left out of the complete work would help listeners fill in gaps; however,
McCormick delivers this abridged installment of the Murder Clubs case in a satisfying open-and-
shut style. D.L.M. © AudioFile 2007, Portland, Maine-- Copyright © AudioFile, Portland,
MaineRead more
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The book by James Patterson has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 1,136 people have provided feedback.
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